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Abstract. The Wireless Internet Collaboration System allows wireless smart-
phones to be used for mathematics communication, that is, for the creation and
exchange of mathematical formulas, diagrams, and text between two or more
participants. The system solves the problem of providing the expressive power
of mathematical notation on devices with limited input, output, and processing
capabilities. The system also provides a turn-management protocol that supports
mathematical dialogue between two or more participants who are geographically
dispersed and thus cannot use gestures or glances for communication. The ar-
chitecture of the system is extensible and can be adapted to heterogeneous and
evolving hardware platforms.

1 Introduction

As wireless smartphones accompany increasing numbers of users at all times the de-
vices offer themselves as the medium of choice for improvised synchronous collabo-
ration. However, the small size of smartphones—while necessary for their ubiquity—
seems to limit the complexity of collaborative tasks that can be carried out. In an attempt
to explore—and push—those limits we started to investigate how smartphones can sup-
port mathematical teamwork.

The domain of mathematics was carefully chosen. The challenge of representing
mathematics in typeset form has led to the development of document preparation sys-
tems such as TEX and LATEX which are in widespread use today. Mathematical handwrit-
ing recognition which requires the recognition of up to about2,000 distinct symbols
continues to push the limits of general handwriting recognition. We also believe that
the cognitive challenges that arise in intellectual teamwork in any domain also arise in
the more universal domain of mathematical collaboration.

An immediate need for mathematical collaboration tools exists in international on-
line communities such as the Math Forum [1] which is headquartered at Drexel Univer-
sity. Students and teachers of all levels use the Math Forum in order to ask questions,
solve problems, and pursue interests in mathematics. The serviceAsk Dr. Mathreceives
as many as 9,000 e-mail questions a month and over 200 trained volunteers—teachers,
professionals in the workplace, college students, and hobbyists—answer close to 4,000
of these directly within a few hours of their submission. As smartphones become more
widespread some of these activities might be carried out using smartphones, and the
potential for synchronous mathematics communication might increase.

The WIRELESS INTERNET COLLABORATION SYSTEM (WICS) allows wireless
smartphones to be used for the creation and exchange of mathematical formulas, di-
agrams, and text between two or more participants. TheWICS enables two or more



persons with smartphones or traditional computers to participate in a session that may
convey textual, graphical, and mathematical information to the other participants. Users
can draw, edit, and label geometric shapes, send chat messages, and compose formulas.
A turn taking mechanism moderates the communication. The system can be extended
by adding services that provide individual users with additional functionality.

The WICS solves a number of technical challenges. Among them is the problem
of providing the expressive power of high-quality formal and informal mathematical
notation on devices with limited input, output, and processing capabilities. TheWICS
also provides a protocol that supports mathematical dialogue between two or more par-
ticipants who are geographically dispersed, and cannot use gestures or glances for com-
munication. Finally, theWICS architecture is extensible and thus adaptable to hetero-
geneous and evolving hardware platforms.

A number of remote collaborative systems were developed in the early 1990s (e.g.
Liveboard[2]). Liveboardallows participants to share their thoughts and ideas on one
common whiteboard area. The system is extensible, and can interface with portable and
non-portable computing devices to allow contributions to the whiteboard from hetero-
geneous sources.

The Pebblesproject [3] is an example of facilitating collaboration on mobile de-
vices. PDAs are used as “remote controls” through which users are able to operate the
mouse and keyboard of a computer during a meeting. Additionally, thePebblesproject
has been expanded to include a shared whiteboard application in which the users can
make annotations simultaneously. This addresses the need for diagrams to support col-
laboration has long been recognized in the domain of education [4].

A paper by Dustdar and Gall [5] introduces a peer-to-peer architecture with sim-
ilar goals to the client/server architecture ofWICS, namely to allow participants to
collaborate with each other on many platforms, including the mobile platform.

TheWICS architecture is a multi-domain service as discussed by Jørstad, Dustdar
and Do [6]. Our Internet-based system provides services regardless of where the user is
roaming.WICS services are available and can be accessed by smartphones, PDAs, and
desktop or laptop computers.

We derive the specifications forWICS by revisiting whiteboard communication for
mathematics in Section 2. We observe collaborative whiteboard sessions and outline
the set of featuresWICS needs to support. An exampleWICS session is described in
Section 3. In Section 4 we describe theWICSarchitecture. Section 5 discusses features
of the user interface ofWICS that alleviate the cognitive load of the users. Section 6
introduces the platform on which theWICS was implemented, along with some of the
challenges imposed by smartphones. Lastly, Section 7 concludes the paper by providing
future directions and extensions of theWICS.

2 Whiteboard Communication

Collaboration and mathematical communication, especially when motivated by tutor-
ing, have traditionally been accomplished in front of a physical whiteboard, where every
participant can publicly display his or her ideas. Furthermore, although not always ob-



vious to each participant, gestures, physical cues, and voice intonations are relied upon
to aid in communication [7].

In order to design a system that provides a means for virtual collaboration, it is
necessary to identify specific key features of traditional collaboration. This is a similar
approach to that of theColabproject at Xerox Park [8], whose purpose was to study the
habits and practices of meetings of small groups (of at most six participants). Similar to
the observation methods ofColab, we chose to observe a series of collaborative sessions
in which a student and teacher attempted to solve a mathematical problem. The sessions
between student and teacher were transitioned from their traditional environment (face-
to-face collaboration) to the environment typical for virtual collaboration sessions. The
observations of these collaborative sessions were designed to highlight environmen-
tal differences. Specifically, participants are not present in the same room and cannot
communicate using voice. These sessions are broken into three distinct types:

1. Traditional Collaboration: eye contact, conversation and whiteboard annotation are
allowed;

2. Eye Contact Deprived: conversation and whiteboard annotation are allowed; and
3. Eye Contact and Conversation Deprived: whiteboard annotation are allowed.

Through observation of the participants’ behavior, we extract the necessary features
required for a wireless collaborative system. Specifically, we observe that participants
employed a turn taking structure throughout all types of collaborative sessions (face-to-
face and virtual). Additionally, participants utilized the whiteboard far more extensively
for small notes and captions as their ability to communicate face-to-face and utilize
gesturing and voice communication were eliminated. Furthermore, several key stages
of communication were observed, each with its own characteristics. In our observation
of a traditional collaboration session, three distinct problem solving stages emerged:

1. problem understanding, requiring gesturing and physical queuing;
2. solution proposition, which can be iterated over several times, requiring voice in-

teraction along with graphical support on the whiteboard; and
3. solution resolution, requiring intensive writing and editing of the solution, as well

evaluation of the validity of the solution.

As is described in§6, current consumer smartphone technology does not permit con-
current use of the Internet and voice communication. Furthermore, given the motivation
for such a technology, it is not yet clear whether the ability to converse on the phone
while using the collaborative system will benefit the user. Namely, if the system can be
utilized ad-hoc, anywhere and at anytime, it may be distracting to those around the par-
ticipants to hear the entire session’s conversation. For example, if one of the members
in a particular session is on a train, it may not be appropriate to speak on the phone
loudly, revealing the information discussed amongst the members. Therefore, we chose
to designWICS without voice communication. Table 1 shows how effective commu-
nication can be facilitated through channels other than voice. Specifically, each stage
of the collaboration process listed underContentsin Table 1 can be facilitated through
multiple mediums. The first two columns in the table show the various options that
we have evaluated to be appropriate through our observations of collaborative sessions.



Basic Required Basic Required Contents
Comm. (Opt 1) Comm. (Opt 2)

Gesturing & Verbal Writing Problem Understanding
Gesturing & Writing Understanding
Verbal→ Writing of Prerequisites
Verbal Verbal→ Writing Approach Description
Writing Writing Notation definition
Writing Writing Approach Implementation
Gesturing & Verbal Verbal Result Evaluation

(= Solution)
Table 1.Problem Solving Flow.

Furthermore, people tend to naturally follow common communication protocols such
as thephone conversation protocol[9]. Communication protocols are also observable,
albeit without much structure, in classroom situations and study sessions where the
communication is many-to-many.

Because we are focusing on facilitating mobile collaboration in the many-to-many
paradigm, we studied possible natural communication patterns that could be mimicked
in an ad-hoc setting. Establishing a turn taking protocol is especially important in a
mobile collaboration system. Participants are not able to see each other during their
communication session, eliminating their ability to respond to physical cues that may
help participants decide to give up or take their turn. Lastly, because participants are
not able to see each other’s reactions in virtual sessions, labeling of the figures and dia-
grams that are drawn on the shared whiteboard becomes of the utmost importance. For
example, in a typical face-to-face collaboration session, simply pointing at the actual
figure may be enough to emphasize it. However, since a participant cannot be guaran-
teed that the user they are communicating with is looking at the screen or at a particular
diagram at that moment, he or she must label the diagrams and then refer to them in his
or her explanation. Therefore, in observing the diverse set of collaborative sessions, we
have learned that effective labeling and explicit turn management mechanisms must be
integrated into any virtual collaboration system in order to assure effective communi-
cation.

3 WICS End-User Perspective

As WICS is a collaborative tool, the interface through which it is used is of paramount
importance. This section provides a description of the user interface and its use.

3.1 Graphical User Interface

User interaction with theWICS system occurs through theWICS GUI. The graphi-
cal user interface consists of several modes:Chat, Whiteboard, Caption, LATEXService,
Information, andPalette. The user is able to switch from one mode to another via the
menu system provided on the screen. TheWhiteboardandLATEX modes are examples. A



more detailed description of the user functionality provided in each mode is discussed
below.

Chat TheChat mode allows users to communicate via traditional chat messages that
are relayed by the server to everyone in a session. The chat mode is reachable through
the navigation menu. A user can type in a message and press theSend button. Their
message is then relayed to all the other session participants. The format in which mes-
sages appear on the screen is as follows: “username: message”.

Whiteboard The Whiteboardmode allows users to make annotations on a shared
whiteboard. Users can draw various shapes in many colors, draw freehand, type text
and even place formulas on the whiteboard. Like theChatmode, theWhiteboardmode
is reachable via the navigation menu.

Caption Captionmode allows the entry of text that is used as a supplementary descrip-
tion of an annotation on the whiteboard.

LATEXService TheLATEXServicemode is reachable via the navigation menu and displays
an entry field for an expression using LATEX notation. Because theWICS system is
designed to be usable on smartphones with small keyboards, special characters such
as caret which are hard enter via the keyboard in a timely manner, can be found in a
character palette on the same screen. The user is able to enter his expression through a
combination of selected keys from the virtual key palette and physical keyboard, press
Okay and preview his entry. The ready and approved LATEX expression is displayed in
theWhiteboardmode where the user is able to use it as part of his explanation.

Information The Informationmode provides the user with her status information in-
cluding connection status, token possession status and names of other session members.
Although not a vital mode, theInformationmode keeps the user well informed as to the
status of her session communication.

Palette ThePalettemode allows the user to select a tool which he or she wishes to use
for whiteboard annotation. Additionally, this mode provides customization preferences
such as shape colors, line thickness and any other system preferences.

3.2 GUI example

Collaborative sessions begin with logging in (c.f., Figure 1(a)) to theWICS Server and
then joining or creating a session (c.f., Figure 1(b)). After the user enters a session,
participants may begin their mathematical collaboration. The collaborative process is
mediated through the turn-taking mechanism described in§ 4.2. The importance of this
is how it effects to change the modalities of communication, allowing modeling of the



kinds of dialog that one finds common in informal mathematical collaboration in the
form of glances and gestures that seek for acknowledgment.

Additionally, the whiteboard provides an input system that is appropriate for com-
municating about mathematics (c.f., Figures 1(c), 1(c), 1(d)), providing both tools for
drafting figures (with the stylus), as well as writing equations through the LATEX service,
as demonstrated in the aforementioned figures.

WICS also provides a relay style text chat, allowing collaborators to use natural
language when appropriate (c.f. Figure 1(e)).

(a) WICS: Login
Screen

(b) WICS Session
Creation Screen

(c) WICS White-
board Screen with
Problem Descrip-
tion

(d) WICS White-
board Screen After
Problem Note
Addition and User-
contributed LATEX
Formulas

(e) WICS Partial
Chat Transcript of
Arrival at Solution

Fig. 1. Problem solving session storyboard.



4 System Architecture

The WICSis an ad-hoc, dynamic, and portable tutoring system designed to provide
a means of communication in the mathematical domain between two or more users.
WICS is cross-platform and lightweight in its footprint; its small bandwidth require-
ments allow for the utilization of networking services of cell phone providers.WICS
uses IBM’s WebSphere JVM which is 1.6MB, andWICS code requires only 79Kb of
storage space on the Treo. The system provides the users with the necessary capabilities
to express mathematical problems and verbal explanations through its mixed-initiative
enabled user-interface.

4.1 WICS Architecture

TheWICS application suite is built on top of the Java platform. It utilizes both the Java
2 Standard Edition (J2SE) and the Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) platforms. J2ME is
build to run on mobile devices such as mobile phones and PDAs. The Java abstraction
layer allows us to port the system to various architectures easily.

TheWICSnetwork design mostly resembles a traditional client-server architecture.
However, it allows for independent, and possibly 3rd party services to be run on multiple
servers independent of the mainWICS server.WICS clients are able to utilize these
services using a Service Manager. Figure 2 shows a high level diagram of theWICS
architecture.

Services

. . .

Clients

Server

Internet

Fig. 2. WICS Network Architecture

The wireless connection medium that we use in our prototype is provided by the data
transfer functionality of the mobile service provider. This allows us to accessWICS
services anywhere a user is able to use her phone.



WICS Server The WICS server provides authentication, session control, validation,
and other services for the clients. The server’s primary responsibility is to manage and
maintain user sessions. In our system, a user session consists of at least one user. A ses-
sion must have a unique id, designated by its creator, the first user to join this particular
session. Each user in a session also has a unique id, required by the server for commu-
nication purposes. The server communicates with each user individually, by receiving
messages which specify an annotation (textual or graphical) proposed by the user. The
server verifies the appropriateness of the annotation and propagates the change to all
the other users in the session. See Figure 3(a) for a high level diagram of the server.

WICS Server

Network

Session Manager Service Manager

(a) WICS Server Architecture

WICS Client

Network

GUI

Session Manager Service Manager

(b) WICS Client Architecture

WICS Client Each user runs his or her own client that participates in a communica-
tion session through theWICS server. The client has the capabilities to recreate all of
the annotations it has received from the server. Specifically, let us imagine a scenario
where two users,a andb are collaborating together. Usera draws a circle in the mid-
dle of the screen. As soon asa is finished drawing the circle, a message regarding the
circle is relayed bya’s client to the server. The message contains the type of the shape
drawn, the color and the exact coordinates of the figure as it appears ona’s screen. As
described in§4.1, the message is passed to userb’s client which is then able to recreate
the annotation for userb to see. If a client joins a session that is already in progress, it
will be updated with the latest state of session. The main task of the client is to recreate
the annotations of which it is notified of by the server and to relay its own user’s annota-
tions to the server for propagation to all of the session members. The client’s other main
task is to facilitate the communication with any services (see§4.1) that may be avail-
able. Although, already implied by the description of the architecture, it is important
to point out that the client provides a graphical user interface, as shown in Figure 3(b).
The interface provides tools for the user to draw and label figures as well as augment
drawings with captions and communicate using text messaging.



WICS Services WICS architecture furthermore supports interaction with outside ser-
vices. Since the message protocol utilized inWICS is easily parsed and readable, many
outside applications can be extended with a façade to work with the system. In turn,
these services can also greatly extend the functionality of the WICS system.

Services are run completely independent of the WICS system. They are published to
the clients through a directory on the WICS server. When a service starts, it notifies the
WICS server of its name and capabilities. Clients are then able to take advantage of the
services that are advertised by the server to augment their own capabilities. However, as
shown in Figure 3, once a client is aware of a service, the communication is performed
directly between the client and the service, not through the WICS server.

. . .

Clients

ServiceServer

announce

advertise

communicate

Fig. 3. WICS Services Architecture

Services can greatly accelerate the user’s task by rendering high quality math for-
mulas in LATEX, provide ready-made diagrams, factor formulas, solve equations, graph
functions, and more. Each client keeps an individual service manager, as some services
may be available to some clients and not to others. For example, if a client is able to
render its own LATEX formula or plot its own graph, it will not need the functionality of
those services.

The current version makes use of a LATEX service which is primarily utilized to
create well formed formulas that can be attached to diagrams describing various rela-
tionships and equalities. LATEX math mode provides a rich set of expressions that we
utilize to create small, easily readable and unambiguous expressions.

4.2 WICS Protocols

Network Protocol Each message exchanged between the server and a client, must
conform to theWICS format.

The message structure as shown in Figure 4, has been designed specifically for this
system and is extensible and rich in design to allow a variety of communication types.

A concept of a magic number specified in our protocol asmagic string and is
used as a means of assuring that the message originated from aWICS client or server.
This string is always “wics” and occupies the first 4 bytes of the message header. The
next byte specifies theversion number which is used to allow flexibility in theWICS



12345678901234567890123456789012
         10        20        30

magic string

version mc mt message ...

... length

message body

Fig. 4. WICS Message Protocol

system where it may be necessary to run a client and a server that are of different
versions. Each version may have more or fewer capabilities and needs. By specifying
the version number, the server will be able to service that particular client accordingly,
or vice versa. Next, the message class (mc) and message type (mt) (4 bits each) are used
to specify the exact operation and message that this particular message is used to carry.
That is, for example, an update of a shape will have to specify that the message class
is “update” and the message type is “shape”. Using these two concepts the message
protocol is flexible enough to allow for additions and updates without having to change
the format of the message. Because themc and mt fields are 4 bits each, a total of
28 different messages are supported by the protocol. The last two components of the
message,message length andmessage body are used to specify the specifics that
would come with the given message class and message type. Themessage length
field is 6 bytes long and specifies the length ofmessage body in bytes.

The message structure is flexible enough to allow text messages, as well as messages
designated to notify of a newly drawn shape and its color, a new equation, and caption.
The system does not communicate actual diagrams to all the users, every time a new
one is created. Instead, all diagrams are described in aWICS message and each client
is responsible for recreating and adding the changes on its own. Through this approach,
we are able to retain lightweight communication suitable for even cell phone networks.

Turn taking Protocol The turn-taking protocol is designed to facilitate structured com-
munication amongst the participants in aWICS session. The structure of the protocol
along with its states and transitions is shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, a turn-token can either be in use by a user in a session,
or be available for any user in the session to claim it. A token can also be in use by
a user and requested by another user. It is important to notify a user who currently
possesses the turn-token of the request made by other user(s). This information will
help the current token holder decide when to release the token. Figure 6 shows the state
transition diagram for a token for a participant. Each participant can either possess or
not possess a turn-token, and may request a token if he or she does not possess one. The
user is notified of a request if he or she is currently in the possession of a turn-token
and another user wishes to acquire possession of the token. Figure 6 shows the actions
a user may take to achieve the desired state.



Token Up 
 for Grabs

Token In Use

Request

Token In Use 
 & 

 Requested 

Release

Release

Request Urgent Request

Fig. 5. Turn taking protocol: Token State Transition Diagram.

5 Mixed-Initiative Framework

Effective collaboration is facilitated by alleviating a user’s cognitive load in performing
rudimentary tasks. An example of such a task is interaction with a graphical user in-
terface. Instead of concentrating on interacting with the system to produce the desired
effect, the user should concentrate on the information he or she is attempting to ex-
press. Mixed-Initiative is a concept that facilitates task completion as part of a collabo-
rative effort between the computer and the user [10].WICSintegrates a mixed-initiative
framework that automates certain common time-consuming tasks.

5.1 Automatic Line Labeling

The WICS Client allows its users to collaborate using automatically labeled geomet-
ric line drawings suitable for a high school geometry class. The implicit engineering
requirements of such a system are as follows: (1) labels must not overlap; (2) labels
must be positioned such that little ambiguity arises; (3) textbook conventions should be
emulated when possible; and (4) the output should be formatted the same way on all
clients.

Free-form and parametric drawings, by themselves, are inappropriate for mathe-
matical collaboration; figures must be labeled. However, systems that require users to
manually label figures are too taxing, given the limited input devices standard on most
smartphones. The trivial case of drawing and labeling a line requires the following
steps:

1. Acquire possession of the stylus,
2. Draw the line,
3. Select label site,
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Fig. 6. Turn taking Protocol: Token State Diagram In Participant’s View

4. Remove the stylus from contact with the screen, and
5. Enter a label for line.

If the system were able to automatically label figures, it would halve the number of
steps required for input:

1. Acquire possession of the stylus,
2. Draw the line, and
3. Remove the stylus from contact with the screen.

In our formulation of the figure labeling problem, all mathematical figures can
be represented as a set of control points from which labels may be drawn. In addi-
tion, a figure may consist of a single point. The problem of labeling a set of sites or
points such that no two labels overlap has previously been studied, and has been proven
NP-COMPLETE [11, 12]; thus, an optimal, algorithmic approach is not tractable.

In order to find candidate positions, each line is drawn with the Bresenham line-
drawing algorithm on an ancillary canvas of integer values. These values are incre-
mented where the line is drawn. In addition to the points on the ancillary canvas given
by the line-drawing algorithm, points within a radius ofε are also incremented in in-
verse proportion toε. Therefore, line segments that cross or that are close withinε will
have a higher value on the ancillary canvas.

Textbook conventions have shown that the middle of a line segment is the preferred
location for line labels [13, 14]. Therefore, after a line is drawn on theWICS white-
board, the midpoint of the line is first sampled as a possible label location. The label
is placed next to the midpoint and adjacent to the line if this value, extracted from the
ancillary canvas is below a specified threshold value.



Otherwise, using a random number generator with a preset seed that is the same on
all clients, a set of random points are selected on the line. The random point with the
lowest value on the ancillary canvas in the set is then be used as the label position.

All line labels consist of a maximum of three characters chosen sequentially from
the English language. After the candidate label location has been selected, the values on
the ancillary canvas within a bounding box large enough for the label are incremented.

This line labeling algorithm is executed every time a new line is added for all lines
on the whiteboard insuring that the labels are placed in the same location on eachWICS
client.

6 Smartphones–Treo 600

WICS is currently deployed on the Treo 600, however, since it is implemented in Java
it is not bound to any specific hardware configuration or architecture. The Treo 600,
shown in Figure 7, is commercially available in the United States, Europe and Asia.
This smartphone runs the Palm 5 operating system. The Treo combines in its small size
(11.2× 6.0× 2.2 cm, 170 g.) the following features: phone, organizer, digital camera,
and Internet browsing capabilities. Lastly, the Treo operates with a 144Mhz processor
with 32MB RAM, of which 24MB are available for storage.

Fig. 7. Treo 600



6.1 Implementation Challenges

The implementation of theWICS system was carried out on the Treo 600 smartphone.
The Treo is small and has a slow processor, at least compared to current state of the art
in desktop computers. Usability assurance and the design of the graphical user interface
posed significant challenges. The screen size limited the number of features that could
be placed on a screen palette without depriving user-space. A small keyboard with many
characters reachable through a combination of several key presses presented an addi-
tional challenge in the speed a user could enter special characters. This is especially
applicable to the LATEX service screen where a user needs to enter statements in the ap-
propriate LATEX format that utilizes many special characters such as the caret, square and
curly brackets and ampersand among many others. In order to facilitate speedy entry of
special characters, a character palette was developed and placed in the LATEX mode.

Most portable computers including smartphones, cell phones and personal digital
assistants are capable of running Java micro-edition applications. The micro-edition of
Java lacks many libraries and data-structures that are otherwise provided in traditional
Java editions. The lack of data-structures and libraries posed technical challenges in the
layout of the graphical user interface. For example, a menu system was implemented
instead of a tab system for all of the different user modes.

Internet connection on most smartphones including the Treo is provided by phone
service provides via the Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA) protocol. Although
the protocol is fast in theory, practical network speeds are very slow. As a result of this
challenge, an efficient communication protocol was needed to minimize the amount of
information sent over the network and increase speed. Our network protocol, described
in detail in§4, allows for variable-length messages that do not waste bandwidth.

7 Future Directions and Concluding Remarks

The WIRELESS INTERNET COLLABORATION SYSTEM, WICS, is a platform-inde-
pendent, mobile collaborative system that allows improvised synchronous intellectual
teamwork among geographically dispersed participants.WICS is designed to be usable
on portable computing devices and has been implemented on the Treo 600 platform.
The system design incorporates the notion of services, possibly outside of the system,
to which the user may subscribe. At this time, the LATEX service provides well-formed
LATEX formulas for publication on the shared whiteboard. Geometric figures are created
together with labels that may be used in the accompanying formulas.

The future challenges forWICS include the inclusion of existing web content in
a team session, the development of a front end for formula entry that can be used by
casual users, increased customizability and adaptability of the user interface, and the
addition of services such as computer algebra systems.

Making the software available under the GNU Public Licence will allow interested
user communities to adopt the system or to change it according to their communication
needs.
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